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Date: 30/06/21
Dear Parents/Carers/Relatives/Pupils
I hope you enjoy this month’s newsletter.

Throughout this very challenging session we have
remained focused on our key values:
CARING
– Through our consideration and support
of others we, as a group of people, bring
the very best out of each other. Our caring
ethos is clearly apparent across the school.
LEARNING – We promote positive relationships, and
through these relationships we focus on
providing an outstanding Learning
experience.
ACHIEVING – Our aim is for all our pupils to achieve,
albeit this may be in very many different
ways. This newsletter gives you a flavour of
some of our pupils, and staff, achievements.
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Follow us on Twitter
@GryffeHighSch
@Gryffe_Sports

PTA News – Summer 2021
Annual Raffle
Our thanks to the PTA for their continued support of the school throughout the year. They have been
creative in their ideas on how to fundraise with the current restrictions in place.
Their Annual Raffle was moved online and the PTA Chair (Mrs Sheila McHarg - pictured with Mr Christie) is
delighted to announce the winners as follows Raffle winners .....
1st prize £300 Luca Smith
Hampers .. Ian McPherson
Paul Miller
Millie Chisholm
Thank you to everyone who supported the raffle.
Gryffe High School Uniform Upcycling Shop
Following on from the Upcycling collection days,
a full list of items with sizes with suggested
donation amounts for each item will be available
on the school website from Monday 28 June and
via school media platforms.
Our ‘Uniform Upcycling Shop’ will be open for
business on the following dates ….
Thursday 1 July
3:00 - 4:30 pm
Friday 2 July
10:00 - 11:30 am
Thursday 8 July
10:00 - 11:30 am
Friday 9 July
3:00 - 4:30 pm
Tuesday 10 August
9:00 - 3:00 pm
Wednesday 11 August
9:00 - 3:00 pm
If any items are of interest, please email gryffehighenquiries@renfrewshire.gov.uk and items can be
reserved until collection is possible. Donations can be made via ParentPay using the Uniform Upcycling
button once items have been collected. Items may be tried on and there will be PTA/ Eco Committee
members on hand to assist with this in a safe way. Masks should be worn when visiting the upcycling shop
& hand sanitizer will be available.
We hope this will be a successful venture which will
benefit our school community and the wider
environment.
If there are any further questions please do not hesitate
to contact either the school or
Sheila McHarg, PTA Chair at; s_mcharg@hotmail.com
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Welcome Mr Christie,
new Head Teacher of Gryffe High School
starting Thursday 12 August 2021
It is with great pleasure, and complete trust, that I
pass over Headship of Gryffe High School to Mr
Christie.
I believe this is a really exciting time in Gryffe as
we are, hopefully, about to return to a full school
experience – before and after school clubs; relaunch of school sports; our thriving Activ8
activities starting on Wednesday 18 August;
Concerts and Bands; Drama and shows.....etc
Mr Christie will lead our recovery plan, bring the
real life and atmosphere back into Gryffe and
continue to build on the excellent educational
experience that our pupils deserve.
For the past month I have been in the very fortunate position of gradually passing over different aspects of
school leadership to Mr Christie, and I have been extremely impressed on how he is stepping into the role:
organising his staffing for next session, with a variety of new appointments; leading the Senior
Management Team Meetings and revising remits in order to have a fresh focus; considering budget detail
and how best to use financial resources for best effect next session; finalise all Scottish Qualification
matters in regard to Provisional Grades and some course choice changes; finalising the school timetable so
that all is set and ready to go on the pupils return to school on Monday 16 August; .....and the list goes on.
I thought I would share just a fraction of the detail I provided for Mr Christie’s application to be Head
Teacher, and I include this detail as I believe it to be absolutely a fair and honest reflection on him:
Mr Christie has an excellent appreciation of the wide range of duties required of a Head Teacher, and he has
shown by his actions and his achievements to date that he is capable of undertaking such duties with confidence
and success.
His willingness to learn and to develop his leadership and management skills has prepared him well to take on new
challenges, to which he invariably rises. He sets himself high standards and targets and achieves them through his
commitment and drive.
Mr Christie is honest, completely reliable, and undertakes
his duties with common sense and good humour. He is
cool under pressure and takes pains to avoid transferring
such pressure to others.
I can recommend him wholeheartedly for the post of Head
Teacher in Gryffe High School as I have complete
confidence in him taking Gryffe to yet another level.

So, it’s now out with the old and in with the new, or ‘One
out and one In’, and I look forward to watching the school
grow under Mr Christie’s leadership – exciting times ahead.
Article – Mr Johnson
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To the Parent Council, PTA, Parents/Carers and of course Pupils.
I would like to thank the Parent Council and PTA, as well as all pupils and parents/carers, for the incredible
support you have given me across the years. Gryffe is in my heart, and has been from day one, and always
will be. Gryffe is a wonderful place to be and work – with a grouping of pupils second to none.
On Thursday 24 June, I had great pleasure in playing football against our former under 18 football team. I
applaud them for how they handled some of the ‘antics’ that some of the staff got up to, including some of
the correct but heavily weighted refereeing decisions made in favour of the staff – one being a penalty that I
thoroughly enjoyed putting past one of our school captain’s, Calum Robertson, who was desperate to save
it. I think that possibly Rachael Bell, our other school captain, may have made a better attempt at saving it!!!
I then met with our previous sixth year pupils who were
having their ‘last afternoon’ in Gryffe. They arrived in
uniform, met in the theatre, social distanced, gave out
awards from their Yearbook polls, got shirts signed, had a
buffet (all individually packed items as per guidelines) and
even though it was raining they enjoyed the ‘Gladiators
challenge and Bungie run’ and danced about quite happy –
the Gryffe spirit of enjoying regardless of limiting
circumstances and weather.
This was then followed up by an achievements video, shown in all classes through the school in period 7. It
was amazing, and if you have not seen it then it is a must – so many pupils achievements and successes.
Finally, at 5:00 pm, I met with Mr David Macdonald,
chair of the Parent Council, Mr Torquil Murray, Vice
Chair, Mrs Sheila McHarg, Chair of the PTA, and Mr
Gordon McHarg, past chair of the Parent Council.
I was overwhelmed with their gifts to me, from
Parent Council/PTA on behalf of parents/carers.
I finished the day embarrassed from the kind
thoughts and gifts, but also extremely proud to
have been a part of the Gryffe successes.
Article – a very proud and happy Mr Johnson
With ‘One out and one In’ being a Head Teacher
theme at the moment, it is also a ‘Swordy family
theme’
As we say farewell to outgoing S6 pupil Rachel
Swordy, we welcome her little brother Lee into S1!
Lee is coming from Bridge of Weir Primary.
It turns out that Lee will be the 8th Swordy to be a
Gryffe pupil, spanning across 2 generations.
How amazing is that!'
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Farewell to Mr Johnson
Most people retire and have plans to do the jobs they have been meaning to get around to such as ‘tidy up
the garden’ . . . but, Mr Johnson being Mr Johnson, has recently project managed a full modernisation of
his garden so that it is perfectly ready for day one of his retirement – which sums up how he goes about
things, one step ahead.
Colin Johnson arrived in the school in December 2009 and he has made a great impact on Gryffe in many
ways in his time here. He is always modest in his response to Achievements and Attainments, always
attributing success to others.
He has been a very active head teacher, never
missing an opportunity to fully participate in
all aspects of life in Gryffe, with a suitable
outfit for all occasions!
In our recent Summer Theme Day, Mr
Johnson is seen here giving me a few words of
advice on the future of Gryffe.
The picture was captioned on Twitter – ‘From
the old to the new........... a serious chat
between two Head Teachers on the direction
of the great ship Gryffe and what great times
lie ahead.’
As a parent commented back – ‘I look forward
to seeing Mr C standing at the bus bay every
morning wearing that next term!’
Mr Johnson has taken a great interest and pride in pupils and we thank him for his 12 years of absolutely
outstanding commitment to the school.
We know that Mr Johnson’s one big regret is that he never managed a school football team to Scottish Cup
success personally – although Gryffe did win this a few years ago, he was not in charge – which cannot be
said often in his time at Gryffe! In fact, there is a rumour that Mr Johnson planned his retirement to fit
around the current S6 – his best team ever – leaving with the Scottish Cup, but like so many things
recently, the competitions were cancelled. In saying that, his teams did win the Paisley and District St
Mirren Cup on three separate occasions.

Wishing you a very happy and well-deserved retirement!
Article - Mr K Christie
Depute Head Teacher
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A Shout Out from Support…..
What a year… What a community!
As a Wellbeing Team we are the same as all other members of the
community, exhausted from Covid restrictions but proud of how we worked
together and supported each other through two remote learning periods.
Even though we have only had 7 months within
school this year, the Wellbeing team excelled in
their practices and have shown themselves to be
respected, valued and important members of our
Gryffe community. We thought that since this is our
last newsletter of the year, we would highlight just
some of the successes we have achieved.

National Anti-bullying Week linked with World Kindness Day, where pupils organised a series of minievents that linked with a ‘kindness’ theme. E.g., Bee scavenger hunt (#BeeKind), Do-nut worry stall, looking
for donations for donuts. Free lemonade at our ‘When life gives you lemons’ stall. Pupils raised £500 for
Young Minds charity. Our Antibullying committee also worked with Respect Me on a ‘twitter take-over’
where they posted on Respect Me’s twitter account throughout the week. Key partners during this event
were Krispy Kreme who donated all donuts, Linwood Tesco who also donated donuts and lemonade. We
have now created a partnership with Tesco to support us for future events and specifically future
‘Breakfast Buddy’ mornings.
During World Mental Health Day pupils organised events with a yellow theme in relation to the charity
Young Minds “Hello Yellow” initiative. A further £250 was raised for Young Minds. Pupils used the theme to
highlight positive (sunshine) language, utilising a full range of ‘nurturing’ words and how positive language
can make someone ‘feel’ positive.
Gryffe was a finalist of the Digi Inventors challenge in association with Glasgow Warriors and Digital
Health and Care Innovation Centre – We created a Wellbeing app #GryffeCares to help support pupil’s
mental health and prevent bullying behaviour.
We were successful in achieving our Silver award by LGBT
Youth Scotland. We continued our support of the LGBT
community in January when we organised a month-long event
in conjunction with LGBT YS Purple Friday. This raised £400 for
the charity. The accreditation process was lengthy with all
pupils & all subjects investing their time and effort into this
achievement.
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We were successful in achieving Celebrating Renfrewshire Funding. Our Wellbeing Ambassadors in
coordination with our local church and Like Minds adult mental health group applied for funding to initiate
a project based on community support & safe spaces. Unfortunately, due to Covid the project did not run;
however, the team have planned for the project to begin as of September 2021.
Our Wellbeing Ambassadors
linked with our local adult
mental health group ‘Like
Minds’ to create a young
adult’s group mental health
group. Weekly training was
organised with pupils
supporting weekly groups for
both BGE and Senior phase.
Only one senior phase group
was implemented before
remote learning began. This
successful and important
community project will
continue as of September
2021.

We have been invited to participate in a project looking at the beginnings of gender identification within
Art in partnership with Glasgow Museums. This unique project was due to begin in March, with pupils
researching this area during their remote learning period. Again, unfortunately due to the alternative
assessment diet, it has been postponed until August 2021, with a start date in September.
For International Men’s Day for Men’s Mental Health, two members of pupil management organised a
Men’s Mental Health presentation in conjunction with local school partner Headstrong. This incorporated
the importance of positive/safe language to speak to not only others but to ourselves. The online
presentation was sent via SMHW for all pupils and parents to view also.
On a personal note, I would like to thank all young adults who have supported not only their own wellbeing
this year but also supported the wellbeing of others. This year has been like no other; however, as we know
our Gryffe family rose to the challenge and embraced that core value of Caring. There really is no better
community to be a part of.
Article - Mrs S Costello
Principal Teacher of Wellbeing, Equality and Inclusion
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Pupil Voice - End of Term News

End of Term Charity Update

This year Pupil Management introduced the new
role of Heads of Pupil Voice. This allowed us to
completely focus on Pupil Voice within the school.
As members of the Pupil Council for several years,
we felt very comfortable leading such an important
initiative within the school.

This year the Charities and Events team were
affected by the restrictions COVID-19 inflicted on
the school, but these challenges drove us to work
harder and find new ways to achieve our aims.
One such adaptation came in September, when we
helped the PE department deliver a COVID friendly
alternative to the usual 3k fun run around the
school, in the Gryffestyles Virtual 3k Fun Run. In
spite of the change, the event proved to be very
effective in raising funds for the Beatson Cancer
Charity. In November we worked together with
Brian Costello from Headstrong Minds, to deliver a
presentation on men’s mental health for the
younger years, with the hopes to better educate
young people on this prevalent issue. This
coincided with our Tunnock’s Teacake Stall for St
Andrews Day, which helped us raise money for
Young Minds. Further in November, we were still
able to sell a significant number of poppies for
Remembrance Day despite the challenges faced
nationally by the charity due to COVID. This was
done through promotion on the Gryffe Charities
Instagram (@gryffecharities) which we set up this
year, as well as diligence and persistence from the
committee in going round classes.

Every week we met Mr Findlay before our weekly
Pupil Management meetings to discuss actions that
we wanted to take forward along with planning and
organising the Pupil Council meetings. This was a
very effective way of running things as we were
constantly working towards a goal. After each Pupil
Council meeting, we decided that the best and
quickest way to enact change was to directly meet
with Mr Johnson. This allowed us to go through the
minutes one by one and get an immediate answer
on what was possible and how quickly we could
make changes. We would then revisit the actions a
couple weeks later to see what we had been able to
change. This direct line of communication with the
Head Teacher was extremely important in the
success and progress that was made over the year.
A significant focus was finally achieved last month.
Along with Mr Findlay, we met with the Head of the
Catering Staff, Mrs Meighan. During this meeting
questions were put forward that have frequently
come up in Pupil Council meetings. The meeting
gave us a better insight into how things work within
the canteen. From this meeting we were able to
provide some long-awaited answers to the Pupil
Council at our final meeting. We hope that this line
of communication between the Pupil Council and
Mrs Meighan is maintained, as it was extremely
interesting and productive.
Overall, we both really enjoyed our role in Pupil
Management this year and hope that the work of
the Pupil Council continues to be extremely
important within Gryffe High School.
Roisin Wright and Sarah Feechan
Heads of Pupil Voice 2020-21

In the new year, when schools were temporarily
closed, we were still be able to raise awareness of
important charities through our social media, in biweekly posts about local charities such as CREATE
Paisley and the St Mirren Charitable Foundation.
We also took part in the Hunter Foundation’s
Kiltwalk in April, where the committee walked from
the Piazza in Paisley up Gleniffer Braes to raise
money for CREATE Paisley.
Overall, hard work from those within the Charities
and Events Committee, and everyone who has put
in the time and effort across the school has brought
about a total of £7713.29 donated to charity across
this school year. This brilliant total has been in spite
of many limitations and stands as a testament to
the imagination and perseverance from students
and teachers alike.
Gregor Speir and Iain Milne
Heads of Charity and Events 2020-21
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Yes Sir, I Can Boogie - Pupils enjoy the Euros
To mark the historic occasion of Scotland qualifying for a men’s major tournament for the first time in 23
years, Mr Johnson allowed pupils to watch their first game in school on Monday 14th June. This came after
discussion with colleagues and Renfrewshire Council. It has not been the easiest of years for everyone and
also coincided with the assessments finishing for seniors. Pupils (and staff) were encouraged to wear
something national with proceeds of donations going to charity. The result was a little disappointing for
Scotland, but there was a lovely atmosphere around the school. The music department even had their own
version of ‘Yes Sir, I can Boogie’ which was endorsed with a message from Scotland player, John McGinn.
Mr Johnson said, ‘It seemed very appropriate to allow pupils to relax and enjoy the game. It was time to
bring in an afternoon of fun. Lunch was brought forward to ensure that classes were settled for the
anthems. Haggis, neeps and tatties were on the lunch menu and we were also selling cans of Irn Bru and
Tunnock’s Caramel Wafers and Teacakes. We needed a little fun back after such difficult times and this gave
us a great opportunity to do just that. Some enthusiastic pupils stayed behind for the last 10 minutes of the
game, always hopeful. It is back to our new timetable now and pupils will be back working to take them up
to the summer term.’

Photos – Naomi Patterson (new S5)
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Youth Philanthropy Initiative (YPI)

Each year Gryffe High School takes part in the Youth Philanthropy Initiative (YPI). Each school is
responsible for directing a grant of £3000 to a local charity championed by its students through a unique
programme of teamwork, research, and competition. YPI engages students, developing skills and
confidence through a contextualised learning experience. The programme raises awareness of social
issues and local charities and is a vital means of devolved, locally driven grant-making.
This session our S6 House Captains took on the YPI challenge, researching local charities that have been
impacted by the Covid pandemic and selecting four finalists. The House Captains then created
presentations, which were shared through many PSE classes to allow Gryffe pupils to create a “pupil
voice” vote, highlighting who they believed should be the ultimate winner. A virtual final was conducted
this session, presenting the pupil vote and involving a representative of the Wood Foundation, the
philanthropic organisation that supports the YPI process.

Stepping Stones for Families was chosen as the worthy winner this session. The charity’s aim is that all
children and young people have an enjoyable life in a healthy, fair and safe environment where they are
respected and supported to achieve their full potential. For thirty years, Stepping Stones for Families has
worked alongside children, young people and families to give them support, opportunities and a voice in
tackling the effects of poverty and disadvantage in their lives.
Well done to all of the House Captains, who embraced the YPI challenge this session and made sure
that a local charity was supported during what has been a difficult year for many charities: clear
evidence of Gryffe’s caring ethos.

Partial Solar Eclipse
On Thursday 10 June, the whole of the UK saw a partial eclipse of
the Sun. These events are quite rare, and this one was considered
to be a significant event. That morning, the Moon passed right in
front of the Sun, blotting out up to 38% of its disc. It was rather
cloudy here and so the pupils in Physics watched a live stream
from NASA. There was a short break in the clouds and Mr McGurk
successfully managed to capture a short video as well as some
images. It is a good job that our technicians are organised and so
they were able to find our eclipse viewers that we had last used in
March 2016! This allowed for some safe Caring
viewing.
• Learning • Achieving
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Summer Theme Day
The annual Summer Theme non-uniform day took
place on Monday 21st June. Pupils required little
persuasion to drop the uniform for the day, while staff
welcomed the distraction of the busy end of term.
The staff competition was a very high standard this
year with fantastic effort from Music, Art and The
Office. However, Science were crowned the winners by
Mr Johnson, one of his last duties as Head Teacher.
As always, money raised for a fantastic cause with the
Beatson benefitting from the pupil and staff
generosity!
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Alexander is the Junior County
Golf Champion
Huge congratulations to Alexander Farmer (new
S5), the winner of the 2021 Freedman Trophy.
This makes Alexander the Junior County Golf
Champion. A superb achievement. The final was
held at Kilmacolm Golf Club.
Alexander says, ‘I narrowly qualified and felt that I
got lucky on the road to the final. The final match
was tight all the way to the last shot which I had
to make from 15ft. This was a relief, as I did not
hole a putt all day.’

Katie and Ana achieve Scouting Gold
Several Gryffe pupils are involved with Quarriers
Village Scout group. In May, a group of six
participated in their first independent hike. The team
of pupils from S2 (new S3): Katie Peters, Ana Linton,
Charlie McQuaide, and S1 (new S2): James Newman,
Anna Carruth and Amy Pitcairn covered 22km in just
two days. They travelled from Overton in Greenock
to Everton Scout site on Day 1, and on Day 2 from
Inverkip back to Overton.
Not only did this provide an opportunity to use
maps. coordinates and compasses but it was a small
team effort, so cooperation was a must. All pupils
had been preparing and map prepping over the a
number of weeks for this and times were set out for
each step of the walk, which they managed to smash
on the first day so finished their walk with a huge
amount of confidence. Their leaders were incredibly
proud of them all.
Following on from this walk two of the group:
Katie Peters and Ana Linton (pictured) both achieved
their gold award on 17th June. This is the highest
award within the scout section which is a great
achievement. They are both delighted and quite
rightly proud of themselves. Both are now moving
into Explorer scouts after the summer holidays were,
they hope to start working towards their Diamond
and their DofE.

Thanks to the club for allowing us to use
Alexander's photograph.
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Sorley Volunteers for
Environmental Initiative

Learning for Change in Geography

Sorley Livingstone (2M/ now 3M) and his
younger brother volunteered their time
helping to plant 300 willow trees along
the banks of the River Garnock at
Groatholm, north of Kilwinning as part of
a wider riparian woodland project
funded through Garnock Connections.
The project will see 3000 native trees
planted within a fenced strip of land
bordering the river to help stabilise the
riverbanks, provide shade for fish and
create wildlife habitat.

Climate change is the most pressing and threatening issue
facing us. Through lack of understanding from generations
before us, we are now having to fix it. In geography we took
part in the Scottish Government Climate Ready Classrooms
programme, working with outside partners from Keep
Scotland Beautiful and The Carbon Literacy Project. The aim of
this was to develop a greater understanding of climate change
and provide us with the skills to help address the climate
emergency – by learning to live sustainably.

Over the term, we welcomed Josh and Jamie into our
classrooms once a week, via Glow! We looked forward to their
sessions,
it helped break up the week, and it allowed some of
The project is being designed and delivered
us who were unable to attend class, to join-in via Glow. The
by Eadha Enterprises, an environmental
weekly Kahoot quizzes to check our understanding were very
charity based in Lochwinnoch. For more
popular with the competitive members of the class!
information on the project:
https://www.garnockconnections.org.uk/
What a fantastic effort by Sorley!

With support from the tutors and our teachers, we completed
the course. This involved submitting a final project that was
assessed externally by the team at the Carbon Literacy Project.
There were 21 pupils who were successful in achieving the
standard required to be accredited as 'carbon literate
ambassadors'. We made pledges, some of us committing to
work with junior classes. We are excited to be able to begin
working with classes in the future.
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Shaun’s 5.5K Charity Run
Well Done to Shaun Lynch on this excellent achievement!
‘When I heard about ‘The Champion’s Challenge’, I knew it was
something I wanted to be part of.
The event was held to celebrate Rangers 55th Scottish League
title win and support the Rangers Charity Foundation. As part
of the challenge the club asked supporters to pull on their team
colours and run, walk or cycle 5.5km over the course of
‘Champion’s Weekend’ on May 14, 15 and 16, when Rangers
were presented with the Scottish Premier League Trophy.
Although I really enjoy being active, I hadn’t been doing as
much running during the second lockdown period over winter. I
thought that signing up to the challenge would be a good goal
to set myself and stay motivated. It helped that I was able to
complete the challenge locally and in keeping with social
distancing regulations. I ran from my house to Kilmacolm and
back 5.5km, in doing so I managed to raise £110 for the
Rangers Charity Foundation. Money raised goes to community
projects which encourage young people and adults to lead
healthier lives, focusing on issues from obesity and mental
health to recovery from addiction.

Harry is Secretary of Houston
Community Council
Many of our pupils take an active role
within the local community, this month
we have Harry Manley (new S6) share
some detail about his involvement.
‘I have served as Secretary of the
Houston Community Council for just over
a year now. This involves sitting in on
meetings and writing up minutes for the
next meeting. Normally this would be
done in person, however due to Covid
these have taken place on Zoom.
Taking on this role within the Community
Council has been an extremely
worthwhile experience, as it has given
me an insight into how the organisations
are run and learning about what is
happening within the community.’

I received a T-shirt and pin badge, as well as a Champion’s
Challenge certificate from Rangers to recognised my
achievement.’
We wish Shaun all the very best as he departs Gryffe to a
positive destination studying Fitness, Health and exercise at
Cardonald College in August.

Well done Harry!
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Matthew achieves Commercial Pilots Licence
It is always good to hear how former pupils are getting on. Our congratulations to former School Captain
Matthew McCaw who recently passed his Commercial Pilots Licence (CPL) Skills Test. This was in a Piper
Arrow at Perth Airport with ACS Flight Training.

Well done Matthew!

Poppy achieves selection to Dance School
Congratulations to Poppy Paterson (new S5) who has been accepted to The Dance School of Scotland at
Knightswood Secondary School. This is a fantastic opportunity for Poppy to have great training in Musical
Theatre alongside her academic studies. We wish her all the very best.
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Duke of Edinburgh Award
. sixth pupils completed their Duke of Edinburgh
11
Silver Award after their Qualifying Expedition on 13. June.
15
Pupils walked from Lochearnhead to Brig O’Turk,
walking a distance of over 50km during the 3 days.
Pupils camped for 2 nights in beautiful countryside
and were commended by the DofE Supervisors.
Congratulations to all 11 pupils:Lindsay Turner; Aaron Plater; Amy Mitchell; Jack
Mitchell; Shona Colman; Fergus Noble; Callum
Farmer; Morven Sanderson; Kirsten Berry; Rachel
Hopkins and Ben Furniss.
Article - Mr S Taylor
Business Support Manager
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Upcoming priorities/events

Drama News
Despite so many obstacles, we have much to
celebrate. This year's National 5 and Higher Drama
classes persevered with their acting, directing and
designing, through social distancing, masks and
staying put in one place when attempting socially
distanced learning activities! We are sending off the
sixth years from Higher Drama with increased
confidence to their next destinations in life. We will
miss these pupils and are so proud of each of them,
regardless of their next steps. We are also proud of
those pupils who have procured spaces in Drama for
schools, Universities and Colleges around the country.
For the second consecutive June, Gryffe High School
Presents has not opened a show. Whilst we are
saddened at the loss of our time together in weekly
rehearsals and experiences on stage, it has helped
bring about a spirit of determination to bring you
the best show we possibly can - as soon as we are
allowed to do so. We hope to bring you news about
this in the new term.
Finally, we would like to wish everyone a safe and
happy summer- and when it is safe to do so, we
hope you get to enjoy some live theatre soon!
Article - Mrs B Carter
Teacher of English and Drama

AUGUST
Tues 10
Thurs 12
Fri 13

SQA Results
In-Service Day
In-Service Day

Mon 16

Start of pupils return,
prompt 8:47 am start
Starter lesson – start of session
expectations

Tues 17
Wed 18

Final S5,S6 Timetable re-negotiation
Safe Wellbeing Starter
Activ8, session 1, 3:00 – 4:00 pm

Wed 25

Healthy Wellbeing Starter
Wellbeing Ambassador Training
Activ8, session 2, 3:00 – 4:00 pm

Mon 30

PTA Meeting, 6:30pm start ...tbc
Parent Council Meeting,
7:00pm start ... tbc

Mr Colin Johnson
Head Teacher

PLEASE REMEMBER – Our ‘Uniform Upcycling
Shop’ will be open for business on the following
dates, as detailed on page 2:
Thursday 1 July
3:00 - 4:30 pm
Friday 2 July
10:00 - 11:30 am
Thursday 8 July
10:00 - 11:30 am
Friday 9 July
3:00 - 4:30 pm
Tuesday 10 August
9:00 - 3:00 pm
Wednesday 11 August
9:00 - 3:00 pm

If any items are of interest, please email
i
gryffehighenquiries@renfrewshire.gov.uk and items
can be reserved until collection is possible.
Donations can be made via ParentPay using the
Uniform Upcycling button once items have been
collected.
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